We consider the problem of resequencing a pre-arranged set of jobs on a moving assembly line with the objective of minimizing changeover costs. A changeover cost is incurred whenever two consecutive jobs do not share the same feature. Features are assigned from a set of job-specific feasible features. Re-sequencing is limited by the availability of offline buffers. The problem is motivated by a vehicle resequencing and painting problem at a major U.S. automotive manufacturer. We develop a model for solving the joint resequencing and feature assignment problem and an efficient solution procedure for simultaneously determining optimal feature assignments and vehicle sequences. We show that our solution approach is amenable to implementation in environments where a solution must be obtained within tight time constraints. We also show that the effect of offline buffers is of the diminishing kind with most of the benefits achieved with very few buffers. This means that limited resequencing flexibility is generally sufficient.
Introduction
We consider the problem of resequencing a pre-arranged set of jobs on a moving assembly line with the objective of minimizing changeover costs. A changeover cost is incurred whenever two consecutive jobs do not share the same feature. Features are assigned from a job-specific set of feasible features. Resequencing is limited by the availability of offline buffers where a job removed from the line could be temporarily stored before it is reinserted. Because jobs are continuously moving, resequencing is limited to jobs that are upstream from the offline buffer. Since jobs may visit multiple departments before leaving the system, a sequence that is optimal for one department is usually suboptimal for most other departments. Consequently, there is a need to resequence jobs for each department.
Problems where jobs must be resequenced using offline buffers are frequently encountered in industries where a continuous material transfer system is used and multiple products, or products with varying features, are produced on the same line. In our case, the problem is motivated by a vehicle sequencing problem at a North American Ford truck assembly plant. In the plant, vehicles must be resequenced upon leaving the body shop and before entering the paint area. In the paint area, vehicles undergo a series of coating, painting and drying operations. If two consecutive vehicles are painted different colors, a significant changeover cost is incurred since the current paint must be flushed-out -and disposed of -and paint nozzles must be thoroughly washed and cleaned with solvents. The changeover cost is primarily determined by the volume of paint that must be purged from an intermediate pipe that connects the paint nozzle to the paint tanks. Although the volume of paint that is purged is always the same (approximately one gallon), the cost of different paints can vary widely. Color costs range from $27/gallon (basic black) to $122/gallon (bright amber).
This makes it desirable to form large blocks of the expensive colors while possibly incurring the cost of more frequent color changeovers of the cheaper ones. Note that the cost of changing colors is not sequence-dependent (e.g., the cost of going from darker to lighter colors is not more expensive than going from lighter to darker colors). New paint technology has recently removed this dependency [11] .
Flexibility in assigning colors to vehicles is limited by current demand requirement and available vehicle body type. Therefore, the set of feasible colors (features) for two consecutive vehicles can vary significantly. Because of space constraints and strict requirements on assembly line speed, there is currently little opportunity to minimize paint changeover costs by altering the sequence of vehicles. Therefore, changeover costs are being effected solely through color assignment. However, the plant is contemplating using a limited number of offline buffers, or pull-off tables, to allow for improved vehicle sequencing. Because pull-off tables are expensive to implement and operate, only a few can be introduced.
As shown in Figure 1 , a pull-off table will allow a vehicle to be removed from the line with little interruption to line flow and reinserted later. The line is designed to allow pulling and reinsertion at any point in the sequence without significantly affecting line speed (pull-off tables have been originally designed to pull and reinsert vehicles that require rework) [11] . However, because pull-off tables are stationary, a pulled vehicle can only be inserted upstream from its initial position. Also, because a pull-off table serves as a temporary storage buffer for pulled vehicles, a pull-off table is unavailable to remove other vehicles until the current one has been reinserted.
Figure 1 to be inserted here
Although the plant produces approximately 1,100 vehicles per day, only a small block of vehicles (15 or so in our application) are considered for resequencing at a time. This is due to the disruptions of the original sequence that take place at the body shop, making it difficult to predict too far in advance the input sequence to the paint area. These disruptions have various causes including rework, breakdowns, and multiplicity of routings within the body shop. The resulting limited look-ahead means that resequencing and color assignment have to be carried out successively for one block of vehicles at a time.
The color assignment matrix for the current block usually reflects the current product mix (i.e., demand for combinations of body style and color). For each vehicle, the matrix provides the set of colors for which there is currently a demand. Since any feasible color could theoretically be selected during the painting process, this may create unbalances in the product mix. However, these unbalances are short lived since they are taken into account when updating the color assignment matrix for subsequent blocks. In other words, an over-production of a particular "body stylecolor" combination will eliminate this combination from consideration in future periods. Since the plant produces over 1,100 vehicles per day and each body style-color combination has a demand significantly greater than 15 vehicles, the product mix will always be balanced at the end of the day.
The introduction of resequencing buffers to a moving assembly line poses a number of challenges. Decisions must be made regarding which vehicles must be pulled and where they should be reinserted. Simultaneously, decisions must be made regarding which color should be assigned to each vehicle given the limited assignment flexibility available to each vehicle. At a strategic level, a decision must be made regarding how many pull-off tables are desirable or affordable and how is the value of these tables affected by various system parameters. In this paper, we address several of these challenges. In particular, we present an integrated model for the joint problem of color assignment and vehicle resequencing, where the objective is to minimize color changeover costs.
Because resequencing and color assignment must be carried out for successive blocks of vehicles, we present an efficient solution approach that is amenable to real time implementation. We also examine the impact of multiple offline buffers on performance and study the relationship between resequencing ability and system parameters, such as block size and density of the color assignment matrix. Using numerical examples, we show that the effect of offline buffers is of the diminishing kind with most of the benefits of total resequencing flexibility achieved with only few buffers. For the case of Ford, we show that significant savings, in excess of $1.2 million per paint line per year, can be realized with the introduction of only a single buffer. We also show that the value of resequencing is dependent on the density of the color assignment matrix, with resequencing having the greatest impact when density is in the middle range.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we present a brief review of relevant literature. In section 3, we present a formulation of the joint resequencing and color assignment problem. In section 4, we provide a polynomial-time Dynamic programming (DP) algorithm for solving problems with a single offline buffer. We also present a decomposition approach for solving problems with multiple buffers. We describe several structural properties of the problem that allow us to significantly enhance the computational efficiency of our algorithm. In section 5, we present numerical results using both actual and randomly generated data. We examine the impact of various parameters on the quality of the solution, such as number of buffers (pull-off tables), number of vehicles and colors, and varying densities of the color assignment matrix. We also study the impact of multiple buffers on cost and show that the benefits of multiple buffers are of the diminishing kind with most of the cost reduction realized with one buffer.
Despite the fact that there is a large body of literature on sequencing of paced assembly lines (see [2] and [15] for a general review), most of it assumes that the original sequence of jobs remains fixed. Therefore, the primary concern is determining a single job sequence for the entire line for an available (or recurring) set of jobs, where the objective is, typically, to balance workload among the different processing departments [9] [16] . Few papers, especially those that deal with mixed assembly lines, do consider sequence-dependent setups. For example, Burns and Daganzo [5] and Bolat et al. [3] consider lines where different jobs have different features or options and a setup is incurred whenever two jobs with different options follow each other. They develop heuristics for sequencing these jobs with the objective of minimizing total changeover costs. However, they do not consider the issue of resequencing and assume that jobs have unique features. The issue of sequencing jobs with options is also discussed in Yano and Rachamadugu [16] who consider cases where jobs with different options have different processing times. However, they assume there is no setup between jobs with different options. Myron [11] examined the effect of forming large blocks of same color vehicles on paint changeover cost at an automotive assembly plant. Using discrete event simulation, he showed that a simple block protection rule, when coupled with preand post-sequencing using a fully flexible automated storage and retrieval system (AS/RS), could significantly reduce these costs.
The issue of sequence-dependent setups has been addressed extensively in the traditional scheduling literature. Most of this literature considers a single machine problem with multiple jobs, where individual jobs may belong to different families. A setup time is incurred whenever two consecutive jobs belong to different families. The individual jobs, irrespective of family membership, may carry different weights and have different due dates. The objective is to determine a sequence of jobs that optimizes one or more performance measures -typically, a function of job completion time (e.g., maximum lateness, weighted completion time, or weighted tardiness). Examples of this work include Monma and Potts [10] , Potts and Wassenhove [12] , Unal and Kiran [13] and Webster and Baker [14] . In general, scheduling with sequence-dependent setups is NP-hard, with polynomial algorithms available only for few special cases [4] [8] .
In all of the above literature, it is assumed that there is full flexibility in how jobs are sequenced.
It is also assumed that setups are family or lot-specific, with family or lot membership being known.
The problem, we treat in this paper is different from this literature in two respects. First, we assume that there is only limited flexibility in how jobs can be resequenced. Second, we allow some flexibility in assigning attributes that determine family membership among jobs. To our knowledge, this is the first paper to consider the problem of where attribute assignment and scheduling are considered simultaneously. More significantly, this is the first paper, to our knowledge, to consider the issue of sequencing with limited flexibility and job-dependent setups.
Problem Formulation
For ease of discussion, and without loss of generality, we will refer to jobs as vehicles, attributes as paint colors, and offline buffers as pull-off tables. Before we present our formulation of the joint resequencing and color assignment problem, we introduce the following notation: The resequencing and color assignment problem for a block of n vehicles with N pull-off tables can be formulated as follows:
subject to
The objective function minimizes the cost of color changeovers. Constraints (2) ensure that a changeover cost is incurred only if two consecutive vehicles are assigned two different colors.
Constraints (3) guarantee that paint is flushed after the last vehicle is painted. Constraints (4) ensure that only one vehicle is assigned to each position in the final sequence. Constraints (5) require that each vehicle be assigned only one position and only one color. Constraints (6) restrict the color assignment to the set of feasible color options. Constraints (7) guarantee that at most N vehicles are pulled at a time and that the pulling and reinsertion occur in the proper order. This is accomplished by first noting that if a vehicle is pulled and later reinserted, its position in the final sequence will be lower or remain the same (h ≥ i in the index of the variable x i,k,h ). On the other hand, vehicles that are not pulled will retain the same position or will advance in the sequence (h ≤ i). The number of positions a vehicle could advance depends on the number of pull-off tables. For a system with N pull-off tables, a vehicle could advance by at most N positions. In contrast, a pulled vehicle could be placed anywhere downstream from its original sequence.
Note that vehicles that are pulled by the same pull-off table are always reinserted in the same order they were pulled. Doing otherwise, would result in more than one vehicle being pulled by the same table at the same time which, in turn, would result in some vehicles advancing by more than N positions in violation of constraints (7) . These issues are illustrated in Figure 2 for a system with one pull-off table, where the series of actions in scenarios (a) and (b) are always unfeasible (i.e., constraints (7) are not satisfied) and only scenarios of type (c) are possible. In scenario (a), vehicle 2 is pulled and inserted after vehicle 6 and vehicle 4 is pulled and inserted after vehicle 8.
This scenario is unfeasible since it results in vehicles 5 and 6 advancing by two positions in the final sequence (they would be respectively in positions 3 and 4). In scenario (b), vehicle 2 is pulled and inserted after vehicle 8 and vehicle 4 is pulled and inserted after vehicle 6. This scenario is unfeasible since it results again in vehicles 5 and 6 advancing by two positions. In scenario (c), vehicle 2 is pulled and inserted after vehicle 4 and vehicle 5 is pulled and inserted after vehicle 8, which is feasible. Solutions that satisfy constraints (7) are always feasible. An unfeasible solution would require the usage of more than N pull-off tables at time. However, this cannot occur since, by virtue of (7), the most number of positions a vehicle can advance is N . Then,
The above follows from noting that a vehicle is pulled if and only if at least one vehicle that was behind it in the original sequence is ahead of it in the final sequence. Note that with more than one pull-off table, it is not always true that if a vehicle i is pulled, then it is placed in a final position immediately behind a vehicle j that was originally behind i in the initial sequence. Expressions In general, the resequencing and color (feature) assignment problem is NP hard. For example, in the case where there is a sufficient number (N ≥ m−1) of pull-off tables to allow for full resequencing flexibility, the problem reduces to a set covering problem (see Appendix) which is known to be
. This means that solving even a relatively small problem can be computationally demanding. Computational effort in our case is particularly a concern since decisions must be made under tight time constraints. The fact that vehicles are continuously moving, with approximately 1-minute spacing, means that solutions must be obtained in few seconds.
Fortunately, as we show in the next section, the problem with a single pull-off table can be solved in polynomial time. Therefore, we propose a decomposition approach where we successively solve a series of problems with a single pull-off table. We benchmark the solution we obtain using our decomposition approach against optimal solutions for solvable problems. We also develop upper and lower bounds on the solution and show that our approach yields reasonably good solutions. We show that in our application, the decomposition has a limited effect on the quality of our solution since pull-off tables are expensive to implement and, at most, 1 or 2 can be accommodated on a single line. More importantly, we show that there is, in general, a diminishing effect to having multiple tables and that most of the benefits of resequencing occurs with a single pull-off table.
Solving the problem with N pull-off tables using this decomposition approach can be clearly done in polynomial time -the complexity of the algorithm is of order O(Nm 2 n 4 ). More significantly, our numerical results show that a solution for problem sizes of interest can be solved in few seconds.
In a recent paper, Lahmar and Benjaafar [7] develop an exact branch and bound algorithm to solve the resequencing problem (without color assignment). They show that the maximum complexity of their algorithm is of order O(m N ). That is, computational effort increases exponentially in the number of pull-off tables.
Solution Algorithm
We decompose the problem with N pull-off tables into a series of N problems with a single pulloff Although the decomposition approach does not guarantee optimality, it is computationally efficient and does lead, as we show in section 5, to high quality solutions.
Before, we consider a general solution to the resequencing and color assignment problem with a single pull-off table, we develop an optimal solution for the color assignment problem with a fixed sequence. We will use the solution to this sub-problem in constructing an integrated solution to the original resequencing and color assignment problem.
The Color Assignment Problem
Given a fixed sequence of vehicles, the color assignment problem, as we show in proposition 1, can be formulated as a shortest path problem and solved in polynomial time.
Proposition 1 The color assignment problem can be formulated as a shortest path problem in a staged directed network. A solution can be obtained using an algorithm of maximum complexity of order O(mn 2 ).
Proof. The color assignment problem can be represented by a staged directed network, where each stage represents a vehicle. Nodes at each stage represent the set of feasible colors available to the vehicle at that stage. The cost of moving from one node to another is the changeover cost from one color to another. Clearly, an optimal solution is given by the shortest path through the network.
An efficient solution to the color assignment problem can be found using a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm with the following recursive function:
where x i refers to a specific node (color) in stage i, c x i−1 ,x i is the changeover cost from node i − 1 to node i and f * i (x i ) is the cost of the optimal sequence from the starting node to node i. Since at each stage a maximum of n 2 solutions are evaluated, the algorithm has a maximum complexity of order O(mn 2 ).
The Resequencing and Color Assignment Problem
Similar to the color assignment problem, we can show that the resequencing and color assignment problem with a single pull-off Proof. In order to take advantage of the structure of the problem and to allow for efficient solution, we define our network as follows. As in the color assignment problem, each stage corresponds to a vehicle in the original sequence. Within each stage, we define two types of nodes. The first type corresponds to the decision of not pulling a vehicle and assigning it a specific color. We use the notation x k (n, i) to refer to a node representing a vehicle in stage k which is not pulled and is assigned color i. The second type of nodes corresponds to the decision of pulling a vehicle and assigning it color i. Since we know that if vehicle k (in the initial sequence) is pulled then vehicle k + 1 (in the initial sequence) cannot be pulled, we further specify these nodes by differentiating them according to the color assigned to vehicle k + 1. We refer to a node representing a vehicle in stage k that is pulled and assigned color i given that vehicle k + 1 is assigned color j as x k (p, i, j).
This representation, as we show in section 4.3, allows us to take advantage of several structural properties of the problem which significantly reduce the computational effort required in obtaining an optimal solution. Nodes for an example system are shown in Figure 3 . An arc from node x k (p, i, j) to node x l (n, i ) would indicate that vehicle k is inserted before vehicle l which has already been assigned color i . Therefore, the cost of an arc from node x k (p, i, j)
to node x l (n, i ) is the cost of changing over from color i to color i + cost of optimally assigning colors to the block of vehicles formed by vehicles k + 1 (in the original sequence) and the pulled vehicle that has been inserted before vehicle l -given that the first vehicle in this block is assigned color j and the last one is assigned color i. The optimal assignment cost for the block of vehicles is obtained by solving a color assignment problem using the DP algorithm discussed in section 4.1.
Note that the changeover cost from the last vehicle in the block is incurred only if color i is different from color i .
An arc from node x k (p, i, j) to node x l (p, i , j ) indicates that vehicle k is inserted before vehicle l but vehicle l is pulled. Therefore, vehicle k ends up being behind vehicle l + 1. The arc cost from node x k (p, i, j) to node x l (p, i , j ) is calculated, similarly to the previous case, by determining the cost of the optimal color assignment of a block of vehicles formed by vehicle k + 1 and vehicle l + 1.
Again, the changeover cost from color i is incurred only if color i is different from color j . Finally, an arc from any node, either x k (n, i) or x k (p, i, j), to the finishing node indicates that vehicle k is last in the final sequence. The cost of this arc is that of color i. Once the set of nodes and arc costs have been specified, an optimal solution can be efficiently obtained using a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm with the following recursive function:
where x k refers to a specific node in stage k, c x k ,x l is the changeover cost from node x k to node x l ,
is the cost of the optimal sequence from the starting node to node x k , and P l is the set of nodes with feasible arcs from nodes x k to x l . Note that in our case the set P l always consists only of nodes from stages l − 1, l − 2, · · · , 1. This is important because it guarantees that the optimal cost f * k (x k ) for each node x k ∈ P l has been previously calculated. Given that an upper bound on the total number of arcs is given by:
which implies a complexity of order O(m 2 n 4 ), our DP has a maximum complexity that is polynomial in m and n. Therefore, a solution can always be obtained in polynomial time. As we discuss in the next section, the computational efficiency can be further enhanced by taking advantage of a number of structural properties of the problem.
Computational Enhancements
The efficiency of the DP can be further improved by taking advantage of the following structural properties of the problem.
Property 1 If vehicle k is not pulled and is assigned color i and vehicles
are also not pulled and can be assigned color i, then assigning color i to vehicles
Proof. The proof follows from noting that since vehicle k must be painted with color i, a changeover Property 1 is also applicable in reverse, as described in property 2. shown in Figure 4 for the example system described in Figure 3 . Figure 4 to be inserted here
Property 2 If k is not pulled and is assigned color i and vehicles

1, · · · , k + b, then pulling a vehicle l that has been assigned color j = i and inserting it inside the block is never optimal.
Proof. Breaking a block of consecutive vehicles that have been assigned the same color i is never optimal since the cost of changing over from color i would have to be incurred twice.
Normally, nodes of type x k (p, i, j) are connected by arcs to all nodes in stages k +2, k+3, · · · , m.
However, if it is possible to assign color j to vehicles in stages k + 2, k + 3, · · · , k + b, then, all arcs from node x k (p, i, j) to any node in stages k + 1 to k + b can be eliminated. This could possibly reduce the number of arcs that originate from node x k (p, i, j) by as much as (b − 1)(n + n 2 ).
Property 4 Given a block of b vehicles that are assigned color i and are originally in positions
k + 1, · · · , k + b, then
pulling any vehicle from this block and inserting it somewhere else in the sequence does not improve the solution.
Proof. The changeover from color i will have to be incurred at least once. Removing any vehicle from the block and inserting it somewhere will not obviate this need. 
Integrated Solution
The solution to the problem with N pull-off tables is obtained by solving a series of N problems with one pull-off table. The final sequence obtained from each iteration serves as the original sequence in the next iteration. Although at each iteration, we solve both the resequencing and color assignment problems, the color assignments made in iteration i are discarded in iteration i + 1 as we re-solve for a new sequence and a new color assignment. A solution is still obtainable in polynomial time since the complexity grows only linearly in N . Hence the worst case complexity of the overall procedure is order O(Nm 2 n 4 ). Note that the decomposition procedure does not guarantee optimality.
Numerical Results
We conducted numerical experiments to answer the following three questions:
(1) How computationally efficient is our solution approach, and is it amenable to implementation in environments where we must obtain a solution in few seconds?
(2) How good is the quality of the solution we obtain, and how is it affected by problem characteristics, such as number of vehicles, number of colors, number of pull-off tables, and density of the color assignment matrix?
(3) How much cost saving can be realized by introducing one or more pull-off tables and is it ever desirable to have full sequencing flexibility?
Computational Efficiency
To answer the first question regarding computational efficiency, we conducted a series of experiments for randomly generated problems with varying sizes, number of pull-off tables, and color density matrices. Color costs are sampled from a distribution that approximates the distribution of the costs in our application. A total of 52,000 examples were generated for problems with 
The value of d ranges from 1/n to 1, where the lower limit occurs if every vehicle can be painted with only one color and the upper limit occurs if every vehicle can be painted with any color.
Since matrices with similar densities could have different distributions of 1's and 0's, we generate 50 sample matrices for each density level and record the average CPU time (in milli-seconds) for each level.
Illustrative examples of computational times for varying problem sizes and color density matrices are shown in Table 1 (the complete data set is available from the authors upon request). Solution 
Solution Quality
To answer the question regarding solution quality, we first benchmarked the solution we obtained against a set of solvable problems with 2 and 3 pull-off tables. The size of the problems we considered (13 vehicles and 13 colors) are representative of realistic problems for our application.
The problems are solved for densities of the color matrix ranging from 0.1 to 0.9. To obtain optimal solutions, we used the commercial software CPLEX version 6.5. The results are shown in Table 2 .
As we can see, the difference in cost between the optimal solution and the solution obtained using our decomposition procedure ranges from 0 to 9.5% for systems with two pull-off tables with an average of 4.3%, and from 0 to 19.8% for systems with 3 pull-off tables with an average of 8.6%.
The difference is especially small when density is high, which is again due to the fact that larger blocks are easier to identify and form with little or no resequencing. Table 2 to be inserted here
We also benchmarked our results against an upper bound and a lower bound. The upper bound is given by the optimal solution to the problem with a single pull-off table and the lower bound is given by the optimal solution to the problem when full flexibility is feasible. The lower bound is obtained by solving optimally the corresponding set covering problem (the solution to this problem is generally time-consuming and obviously not amenable to real time implementation for large problems). We found that for the realistic cases of 15 vehicles or less and 10 or 15 colors, the difference between the two bounds does not exceed 25% with an average of 13.7%. Since only limited flexibility is usually available, the lower bound is relatively loose. Therefore, these results seem to indicate that our decomposition method would yield reasonably good solutions for problems with multiple pull-off tables. This is confirmed in Table 3 , where we compare the results obtained using our procedure against the lower bound. We can see, for example, that with three pull-off tables, the difference between our solution and the lower bound for the case of 15 vehicles and 10 colors has an average of 10.5%. This becomes significantly smaller with additional pull-off tables. The difference is also significantly smaller for systems with shorter resequencing horizons.
For example, for systems with a 10-vehicle planning horizon, the difference from the lower bound is only 5% with just two pull-off tables. Table 3 to be inserted here
The Effect of Multiple Pull-off Tables
To answer the third question, we examined the effect of introducing one or more pull-off tables on total cost. We first examined the benefits obtained from a single pull-off table by comparing the optimal solution we obtain with one pull-off table with the solution to the optimal color assignment problem without resequencing. This benchmark is an enhanced version of current practice at the Ford factory, where colors are selected using a simple greedy algorithm which assigns the next vehicle the same color as the current one whenever feasible. Representative results are shown in Table 4 for systems with 10 and 15 colors. Relative to this base benchmark, we can see that, for systems with 15 vehicles or less, up to 30% improvement can be achieved with a single pull-off table.
The percentage improvement is higher for systems with a larger number of vehicles. The amount of improvement is sensitive to the color matrix density, with the largest improvements realized for low to medium densities. The effect of a pull-off table is insignificant for very high densities since relatively large vehicle blocks of similar color can be formed through color assignment only. Table 4 to be inserted here
To assess the impact of introducing one or more pull-off table at the Ford plant, we collected data for 11 days of actual production. We obtained a sequence of approximately 12,000 vehicles.
We then applied our algorithm sequentially to groups of 15 vehicles at a time, which corresponds to the anticipated resequencing horizon at the plant. We recorded the cost obtained per period using varying numbers of pull-off tables. Percentage daily improvements due to different numbers of pull-off tables are summarized in Figure 7 . The introduction of a single pull-off Ford could be higher since we benchmarked our results against the optimal color assignment and not the myopic heuristic Ford currently uses. Figure 7 to be inserted here
We also studied the incremental benefits of additional pull-off tables. As we can see from Figure   8 , the effect of additional pull-off tables is of the diminishing kind with most of the benefits realized with one pull-off table. Increasing the number of pull-off tables beyond 2 or 3 tends to have only a marginal effect on performance. In the case of Ford (see Figure 7) , the introduction of a second pull-off table results in only an additional 3% in cost savings or $160,000 per year. Additional pull-off tables result in even smaller savings.
Figure 8 to be inserted here
The impact of multiple pull-off tables can also be seen by considering Figure 9 . Here, we
show the improvement due to the number of pull-off tables as a fraction of the maximum possible improvement, which is realized when full sequencing flexibility is possible. We find that 65 to 75% of the maximum possible cost reduction is realized with only one pull-off table, with the incremental benefit of additional tables quickly diminishing. This means that, in general, a limited number of pull-off tables would be sufficient and that full resequencing would be rarely justified. Figure 9 to be inserted here
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we presented a model and a solution procedure for job resequencing and feature assignment on a moving assembly line with limited resequencing flexibility. We showed that for a single pull-off table, our solution to the problem is optimal. For systems with multiple pull-off tables, we provided a decomposition approach, which we showed to result in good solutions for realistic problems. We found that the benefits of additional pull-off tables is of the diminishing kind with most of the value of full resequencing flexibility achieved with only few pull-off tables. In our example application at Ford, we found that the implementation of our solution algorithm with the introduction of only one pull-off table would result in yearly savings in excess of $1.2 million.
Furthermore, we showed that the value of resequencing is sensitive to the feature density matrix, with resequencing having little impact on cost when density is either high or low. The effect of resequencing can, however, be significant when density is in the mid-range.
In this paper, we have focused on solving the vehicle resequencing and color assignment problem for a fixed number of pull-off tables. However, our model and solution procedures could be used to identify the optimal number of pull-off tables when this is a decision variable. This requires trading off the marginal benefit of each additional pull-off A number of future research avenues are possible. For example, in a multi-stage assembly line, a sequence that might be optimal for one stage is most likely to be sub-optimal for others.
Therefore, the benefits of resequencing at one stage should be appropriately traded-off against losses at subsequent stages. This could be accomplished by extending the single stage model to include multiple stages and the possibility of resequencing at every stage. In cases where only a limited number of offline buffers are available, there is also a need to develop procedures for allocating buffers among the various stages.
In certain applications, in addition to varying by cost, different features vary in processing time.
In these cases, the need to form large blocks of jobs with the same features should be balanced against the need to have a leveled workload. Therefore, an alternative objective function that captures both the advantage of higher throughput as well as smaller changeover costs needs to be developed. Finally, instead of generating solutions for known blocks of jobs at a time, it might be desirable, in cases where the job sequence is subject to frequent disruption, to continuously revise the current solution each time a job is completed or a new job is added. This would require solving a slightly modified version of the current model where the offline buffers are not always initially empty.
Proposition 3 When full resequencing flexibility is possible, the resequencing and color assignment problem reduces to a set covering problem.
Proof. When full sequencing flexibility is feasible, the problem reduces to choosing a set of colors that results in the lowest cost such that all vehicles are assigned one of these colors. Note that in this case, each color can occur only once in the final sequence since multiple vehicle blocks of the same color could always be eliminated by resequencing. The problem is clearly equivalent to a set-covering problem of the following form:
where,
Although the above formulation does not explicitly provide us with a final sequence and vehicle color assignment, an optimal sequence and color assignment (generally, there are many optimal solutions) can be obtained using the following simple algorithm:
Step 1 Let the selected colors be denoted by arbitrary indices j = 1, 2, · · · , m * .
Step 2 Assign each vehicle to one of the selected colors.
Step 3 Let n i denote the number of vehicles assigned to color i. Assign these vehicles positions
Note that the ordering of the color blocks, as well of vehicles within a block, is not important due to the full resequencing flexibility we have.
Proposition 4
The maximum total number of arcs that originate from nodes of type 
